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A special thanks also goes out to James Roberts, Julia Kirk at Wild
Gorse Studio and Marc Wilson.
FLOW would also like to extend their thanks to the Inverness Common
Good Fund and Highlands and Islands Enterprise for their help and
assistance, believing in our potential and making it all happen.
Finally the FLOW team give a special thanks to John McPherson, one
of the original organisers who, along with the other directors, first
envisaged a Photography Festival in the North.

www.flowphotofest.co.uk
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RAGNAR AXELSSON
FACES OF THE NORTH / LAST DAYS OF THE ARCTIC

Ragnar Axelsson has dedicated his career to
recording the lives of the subsistence hunters,
fishermen and farmers of the circumpolar
area on the fringe of the habitable world.

His studies have appeared in print media
publications such as Time magazine,
Life, Stern, GEO, Polka, Wanderlust,
Geographical and Newsweek.

He was born in Iceland in 1958 and started
his training as a photographer at the age
of 16 in a traditional photographic atelier.
At 18 he was already a staff photographer
at the leading Icelandic newspaper,
Morgunblaðið, and has ever since continued
his lifelong documentation project on the
fate of the people and nature of the North.
Since the early 1980s he has travelled to
the Arctic, documenting the lives of the Inuit
hunters in Northern Canada and Greenland,
the farmers and fishermen in the NorthAtlantic region and the indigenous people of
Northern Scandinavia and Siberia.

The Faces of the North series was widely
exhibited, including exhibitions at the
Recontres d’Arles Photo Festival (2001) and
Alfred-Ehrhardt-Foundation, Cologne (2005).
Behind his oeuvre is a strong conviction that
the traditional culture of the Arctic people will
not be able to resist the disrupting effects of
larger forces of economy and climate change.
www.rax.is

2nd to 30th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness
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SIGGA ELLA
FIRST AND FOREMOST I AM

Sigga Ella was born in 1980 in Akureyri,
Iceland, and graduated from the School
of Photography in Reykjavík. The ethical
questions of man’s authority to decide who
gets to live and who doesn‘t are the issues
addressed in the series of photographs she
names “First and foremost I am”. The series
consists of 21 portraits of people who all
have Down’s Syndrome and the reason for
that number is because the trisomy of the 21st
chromosome causes Down’s Syndrome. She
chose to photograph people of all ages and
both genders and wanted to show that each
of these individuals is a person like anyone
else and should not be judged by one extra
chromosome. She does not control the people
but rather lets them show us who they are.
Each photograph shows us a person with
his or her own special characteristics. Some
are smiling, others giggling and hands and
feet are placed freely and that too draws out
the fact that by no means are these people
all the same, although they share the same
syndrome. “First and foremost I am” is an
eye opener for the beauty and diversity of
mankind and makes us wonder if the future
without this diversity is desirable.
www.siggaella.com

8th to 30th September
IMAG: INVERNESS MUSEUM & ART GALLERY
www.flowphotofest.co.uk
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KIERAN DODDS
GINGERS

Kieran Dodds (b. 1980) is a photographer
known internationally for his researchdriven photo stories and portraiture. His
work considers the interplay of environment
and culture, tracing global stories through
daily lives. He was trained professionally
at the prestigious Herald newspaper group
in Glasgow, picking up national and
international awards including a 1st prize
from World Press Photo for his self-assigned
story- The Bats of Kasanka. Most recently, he
focussed on his home country at the time of
political upheaval in Land of Scots using the
landscape to consider depictions and realities
of Scottish identity through time. Freelance
for nearly a decade, he is commissioned
internationally and published widely.

Kieran notes that his radiant minority
is sometimes subject to ridicule and
stereotyping, and that even the term
‘ginger’ itself is fraught. “In Scotland, it is
often used as a term of abuse,” he says. “I
wanted to use this derogatory word and
redeem it for its descriptive power. Ginger
appears gold, orange or brown—sometimes
all at once. Before Scotland voted on
independence I was considering how we are
perceived globally, to consider the myths and
realities. One of these myths is our physical
appearance and how it relates to identity. I
wanted people to see people, not cliches.”
@kierandodds
www.kierandodds.com

8th to 30th September
IMAG: INVERNESS MUSEUM & ART GALLERY
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ANDREA GJESTVANG
FAROE ISLANDS

Andrea Gjestvang is a multi award winning
Norwegian photographer based between
Oslo and Berlin. For several years now she
has concentrated on the northern parts of
the world, where she explores the intimate
life and persistence of people living in
remote and inaccessible environments. Her
acclaimed series “One Day In History”
gained international recognition for its
profound, sensitive and dignified portraits
of survivors of the Anders Brevik massacre
on 22nd July 2011. FLOW Photofest will be
premiering her work on the Faroes, exploring
the population decline among women. She
writes: The exodus of women has become a
social problem for the Faroe Islands. Many
young Faroese women leave the small island
nation in the North Atlantic to study in cities
such as Copenhagen, Oslo and London, more
than half of them never to return. Sixty one
percent of all who study abroad are women
and thirty nine percent are men.

In 2011, in the age group 20-24 years
twice as many women than men moved
abroad. Many women see no future in
small communities where traditionally maledominated activities such as hunting, fishing,
farming and industrial work are greatly
valued. Only 14 countries in the world have a
greater imbalance in gender proportion than
the Faroe Islands.
www.andreagjestvang.com

2nd to 30th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness
www.flowphotofest.co.uk
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IIU SUSIRAJA
GOOD BEHAVIOUR

Iiu Susiraja is a Finnish photographer based
in Turku with a background in textile and
design, fine arts and photography. The
recipient of multiple awards she has exhibited
widely in Finland and internationally. Her
biography is short and sweet, she says: “I
am a Turku-based artist. I like poems, bands,
gigs, flea markets, morning, rain and spring.
Close to my heart are also flowers and
animals. Peony is my favourite flower and I
like to wear black.”

The exhibition will feature work from her
series ‘Good Behaviour’. Her work is inspired
by the likes of Francesca Woodman and
Lena Dunham and explores states of solitude
to help viewers feel less alone. Playful
and anarchic, she says, “I photograph me
because it is the subject I certainly know the
best”. However, using herself as a canvas,
Susiraja’s confrontational self-portraits don’t
affirm contemporary selfie conventions,
rather, they radically revolutionise them.
Boredpanda.com writes “Some of us use
selfies as a vain form of self-expression,
trying to make ourselves look richer, happier
or more beautiful than we really are. Iiu
Susiraja, however, turns this concept of the
selfie on its head by taking brutally honest,
surreal and unflinchingly funny self-portraits
using her own body and other objects as
props.
www.iiususiraja.com

2nd to 30th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness
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ROBIN GILLANDERS

TOM KIDD

2nd to 30th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness

2nd to 30th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness

Robin Gillanders is an Edinburgh based photographic artist.
Gillanders has a strong pedigree of photography practice
in Scotland, particularly for his portrait photography, and
was awarded an Honorary Fellowship by Edinburgh Napier
University in 2014. He exhibits internationally and has
published four books. He works primarily in B&W, with
traditional film formats from 35mm to 10x8 and makes silver
gelatin prints in his own darkroom.

Tom Kidd has worked as a newspaper photographer for 25
years and is now a helicopter pilot. He studied photography
at the Polytechnic of Central London and Napier, Edinburgh.
His work has been acquired for the collections of the Scottish
Arts Council and the V&A. On exhibit at FLOW Photofest are
a number of never before seen photographs from Aberlour
House School, where he worked as a photographerin-residence in the late 1970’s. These images reveal a
fascinating look at Boarding School life by a photographer
with an acutely discerning eye for the decisive moment, and
clear empathy for the children and adults whose lives he was
documenting at such close quarters.

HIGHLAND JOURNEY: IN THE SPIRIT OF EDWIN MUIR

In 2009 Gillanders published an exploration of the modern
Highland Scot in Highland Journey: In the Spirit of Edwin
Muir, photographing people he encountered during a 90 day
journey in a campervan-turned-darkroom around the north
of Scotland. Leading photography historian, Tom Normand,
describes Highland Journey as “concerned with those
social changes within the Highlands that have accelerated
exponentially in the contemporary period.”

ABERLOUR HOUSE SCHOOL

www.tomkiddphotography.co.uk

www.robingillanders.com

EVIJA LAIVINA

COLIN MCPHERSON

2nd to 30th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness

2nd to 30th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness

Evija Laivina was born in Latvia and has been living in
Inverness since 2009.

Colin McPherson, born in Edinburgh and based in North
West England, has worked as a documentary photographer
and photojournalist for over 25 years. McPherson is one
Scotland’s leading social documentary photographers.
Represented by Getty Images, he is a founding members
of Document Scotland, and a regular contributor to When
Saturday Comes magazine.

BEAUTY WARRIORS

WHEN SATURDAY COMES

Laivina currently studies Contemporary Art Practice at the
University of Highlands and Islands and is interested in
portraiture and staged photography. For FLOW Photofest she
is exhibiting photographs from her series Beauty Warriors
which received a LensCulture Student Spotlight Award 2017.
The photographs feature strange and unusual-looking beauty
products bought on eBay, which promise instant cures to
almost all beauty problems without surgical intervention.

Showing at FLOW Photofest is his work documenting the
‘beautiful game’ and photographs of football culture in
Scotland. Exploring the social process which surrounds
football, McPherson immerses himself, and the viewer, into
the rituals and practices of the fan as they embark on their
weekly experience of football. Attention is given to the banal
and the everyday details of the manner in which football is
performed by the fan in the season. McPherson produces
illuminating and insightful work on a ubiquitous aspect of
contemporary Scottish culture. This work was previously
shown at the Scottish National Portrait Gallery in Edinburgh.

“To be successful, you must be perfect and look perfect—
these are our society’s rules, which we all follow without even
realizing how ridiculous the standards are. We often forget
about the importance of inner beauty.”
www.evijalaivina.com

www.colinmcpherson.com
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MAT HAY

ANDREW PATERSON COLLECTION

2nd to 30th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness

2nd to 30th September
INVERNESS COLLEGE UHI

HEATHER BURN

PORTRAITS

Mat Hay is a commercial, editorial, and documentary
photographer working in Scotland, London, Europe, and
North America, but originally from Edinburgh. His award
winning personal and commercial projects are exhibited
frequently.

Andrew Paterson (b. 1877, Inverness) was an internationally
renowned, multi-award winning artist-photographer, whose
studio was based in Inverness from 1895 until his death
in 1948 (then taken over by his son Hector until 1980).
Paterson’s services were sought over several decades by
many leading political and commercial figures of the day.

FLOW Photofest will feature an ongoing project of his
Scottish work, Heather Burn. The project looks at what it’s
really like to live and work in the Highlands of Scotland,
and tries to avoid popular romantic notions and historical
references. Focussing on more remote areas, this work shows
how humans interact, exploit, and rely upon the landscape
and the animals they keep.
www.mat-hay.com

The Glasgow Daily Record noted that “his portraits have
been regarded as setting new standards of excellence in
the expression of character.” His portrait photography was
exhibited widely at home and abroad during his life-time and
some said his pictures were as good as oil paintings; some
said they were even better. There was a day in the 1920s,
when Andrew’s son Hector answered a knock at the studio
door to be confronted with a tall lean man with a long grey
bushy beard. He asked if Mr Paterson was in “because I
want to be photographed.” It was George Bernard Shaw.

ROSS GILMORE

WORLD IRISH DANCING CHAMPIONSHIPS

www.patersoncollection.co.uk
www.scottishhighlanderphotoarchive.co.uk

2nd to 16th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness
Ross Gilmore, born in Glasgow, built his career covering
concerts and festivals. Currently represented by Getty
Images, his work has appeared in publications around
the world including Rolling Stone, NME, and Vanity Fair.
Showing at FLOW Photofest is his work documenting the Irish
Dancing World Championships, often known simply as The
Worlds. Over 5,000 dancers aged from nine to 21 compete
in the An Comhdhail World Irish Dance Championships. This
fiercely competitive event sees dancers take part in over 41
competitions throughout the week in hopes of claiming the
title of World Champion.
rossgilmore.co.uk

ST ANDREWS SPECIAL COLLECTION
175 YEARS OF SCOTTISH PHOTOGRAPHY
18th to 30th September
INVERNESS COLLEGE UHI

MARY OVERMEER
SELECTED WORKS

175 years of Scottish Photography from the University of
St. Andrews Library Special Collections comes to Inverness
from the St Andrews Photography Festival in Fife, also
running through the month of September. It has been over
175 years since the discovery that changed how we view
and document the world around us. William Henry Fox
Talbot’s infamous photographic process patent did not
apply to Scotland, and so experiment abounded here. St
Andrews luminaries, Dr John Adamson, Thomas Rodger,
Robert Adamson, David Octavius Hill, and Sir David
Brewster were some of the first amateur and professional
Scottish photographers. Scotland has produced a lineage
of exceptional photographers whose impact transcends
national borders.

17th to 30th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness
Mary Overmeer was born in the Scottish Highlands and
studied photography at Stevenson College Edinburgh (now
Edinburgh College) specialising in environmental portraiture.
Mary currently lives in Southern Iceland, volunteering in
a small eco village and documenting the creative work of
the community’s residents. About her work on display at
FLOW Photofest: “Growing up in the West Highland village
of Lochcarron gave me an insight into the rhythms of daily
life and the vital role each individual plays within rural
communities. This series of photographs explores the deeper
idiosyncrasies that lie between the rugged hills, silver birch
and fishing boats.”

www.st-andrews.ac.uk/library/
specialcollections/photographic

www.maryovermeer.wordpress.com
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PEOPLE & PLACE:
FLOW PHOTOFEST
OPEN COMPETITION

The shortlisted images from the inaugural 2017 FLOW Photofest
competition.
Flow Photofest’s 2017 Open Competition explored the theme of People
and Place and we welcomed entries which interpreted this theme in its
widest sense, with no geographic restrictions.
All shortlisted photographers will feature in our online gallery and 12
selected images will be printed, framed and exhibited as part of the
Festival Program.
1 winning image will be selected to receive a grand prize of £500.
The winner will be announced at the Festival opening, in Inverness on
September 1st, at Eden Court.
The competition saw an amazing selection of entries from Scotland
and the world over. The standard of work was very high and presented
the selection panel with much to choose from. Our thanks to everyone
who participated.

2nd to 30th September
HIGHLAND PRINT STUDIO, Inverness
www.flowphotofest.co.uk
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TONJE BØE BIRKELAND

JEREMY SUTTON-HIBBERT

1st September to 8th October
TIMESPAN, Helmsdale

9th September to 21st October
ST FERGUS GALLERY, Wick

BERTHA BOLLETE BOYD: AMONG MOUNTAINS & MONASTERIES

NORTH SEA FISHING

A solo presentation of Tonje Bøe Birkeland’s Bertha Bollette
Boyd: Among Mountains and Monasteries, the first episode
of Birkeland’s Character #5 which brings to life the character
of mountaineer and author Bertha and her journey through
Bhutan.
Constructed through photography, text, and objects,
Birkeland’s female figures balance on the border between
fiction and reality. In this episode, the landscapes of Bhutan
form a stage-set for the performative act of making these
images; character, creator and camera coming together to
tell a story that merges past and present.
Tonje Bøe Birkeland received her Master’s degree in Fine
Art at Bergen Academy of Art and Design in 2012. She
was awarded with the Hasselblad Foundation’s Victor
Fellowship 2012 for her contribution Tuva Tengel (19011985) Letters from Mongolia exhibited as part of New
Nordic Photography at Hasselblad Center, Gothenburg.
The National Public Art Council Sweden, Nya Karolinska,
Hasselblad Foundation and Preus Museum have Birkeland’s
works in their collections.
www.tonjebirkeland.com

NICKY BIRD

GHOSTING THE CASTLE
15th & 16th September
TIMESPAN, Helmsdale

Nicky Bird is an artist whose work explores the contemporary
relevance of found photographs and the hidden histories of
archives and specific sites. In 2016 Bird completed Travelling
the Archive, an Atlas Arts commission supported by the
Heritage Lottery Fund, in the village of Kyleakin on the Isle
of Skye.

approached the site from a different perspective, and
invited different people to share their particular memories,
knowledge, and experience, building a multi-layered and
multi-voiced understanding of the site’s histories. During
FLOW Photofest the project culminates in a site-specific
public event 15 and 16 Sept.

Ghosting the Castle focuses on the layered histories and
issues related to the site of Helmsdale’s medieval castle, and
the A9 bridge which replaced it, explored collaboratively
through Timespan’s Archive collection. The project was
developed through a series of public-facing research trips
throughout the spring and summer of 2017 - each of which

Ghosting the Castle, Nicky Bird, 2017. With photograph by
John Polson, late 1960s. Courtesy of Margaret Ross Polson
and Timespan.
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As part of the Flow Photography Festival, High Life
Highland are delighted to be hosting a striking exhibition
of black and white images shot aboard the seine net fishing
boats, Mairead and Argosy, in the North Sea in the 1990’s.
These images, by Scottish documentary photographer Jeremy
Sutton-Hibbert, capturte the reality of the life at sea for the
fishermen of Scotland’s North East fishing communities – the
cramped conditions, the monotony, and the gruelling work in
harsh conditions.
Jeremy explains: “Considering I come from a land-locked
family I’ve done my fair share of bobbing about on the
waves of the planet. The North Sea was once described
to me by a fishing trawler skipper, late at night with only
the instrument panel lighting the bridge room, as ‘a cruel
mistress’.

My first experience on the North Sea was on a fishing
trawler, on an overnight assignment photographing fishing
trawlers for a paper. There was a fisherman’s protest,
lots of trawlers all together, protesting latest EU rules and
regulations, net sizes and quotas. I asked the skipper that
night, Ronnie, how long he usually goes out for at a time,
‘10 days’ was the reply. ‘Can I come next time?’ I asked. He
smiled, laughed and replied, ‘if you think you can handle it,
you can come, but there’s no going back. If you’re sea sick
you’ll be sea sick for 10 days’. Count me in.”
The results of this expedition in 1995 are captured in these
striking images which serve as an important record of a
period and style of fishing which is already passing into
history and provide an insight into the working conditions
for seine net fishermen, operating far from the safety and
comforts of the shore.
www.jeremysuttonhibbert.com
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RAGNAR AXELSSON, ALEX BOYD & CHRIS FRIEL

KEVIN PERCIVAL

HYPERBOREA - LANDS OF THE NORTH

TANERA (AR DÙTHAICH)

22nd September to 4th November
AN LANNTAIR, Stornoway

2nd to 24th September
SAWYER GALLERY, Poolewe

• Alex Boyd: Dark Mountains
Silent Islands | The Land of Maybe
• Chris Friel: After
• Ragnar Axelsson: Faces of the North

Depicts the intricacies of living and working in a tiny rural
community. Exploring the continually evolving relationship
between people and the landscape in such communities;
Tanera takes its name from an island in the Summer Isles
archipelago off the west coast of Scotland. The few residents
there have forged a thriving business, which not only values
the heritage of the landscape itself, but also has an eye on
modernity and ecological sustainability. Though it sounds
idyllic, managing the island is time consuming, weatherdependent and costly.

The 18th century philosopher John Toland identified
‘Hyperborea’ as the Isle of Lewis, making it a fitting location
to share a series of works from 3 acclaimed photographers,
which explore the remote geographical regions of Northern
Europe, such as Iceland, Greenland, the Faroe Islands and
the Outer Hebrides.

Having made this work whilst living and working on the
island, my intention was to elaborate on these difficulties,
exploring widely held romantic notions about the Scottish
landscape, whilst also trying to get under the surface to
the everyday experience. The images attempt to show a
‘portrait of place’ through views, details and portraits of the
people who contribute to the fabric of the island. I’ve always
been fascinated by the way that humans leave traces and
marks evident within the landscape; a calling card of their
existence. Over time these traces build-up, layered on top
of each-other forming a kind of catalogue of existence like
a palimpsest. This becomes particularly evident in smaller,
self-contained or continually populated landmasses, such as
Tanera Mhor. With this work I wanted to explore both this
rich past, as a Viking sanctuary and a fishing and crofting
community, and it’s current state and the people who are

The insightful and unsentimental images by Ragnar Axelsson
reveal vast landscapes, remote communities, and people
living in the harshest of environments. Over three decades
he has established himself as one of the world’s leading
documentary photographers with work published in the New
York Times, National Geographic and Time.
Alex Boyd is best known for his brooding landscapes using
antique processes to depict the mountainous terrain of his
native Scotland, with images made using silver, cyanide
and glass. This exhibition contains new work made in the
Hebrides, with Japanese inspired landscape work made in
challenging conditions on the peaks of the Cuillin Ridge of
Skye. It also features new work from the series ‘The Land of
Maybe’ made over several years and journeys to The Faroe
Islands. This ambitious project will be published as a book
in late 2017.

leaving their traces today. I felt in a privileged position;
neither outsider, nor truly local resident- engaged in the
community in a way, but still able to access a degree of
objectivity. The intention was to encourage the viewer to
reflect on the relationships evidenced and challenge some
tropes about rural life.
www.kevpphotography.co.uk

DOMINIQUE GAIS

Chris Friel has an experimental and innovative approach,
using digital techniques to make haunting and ethereal works
which explore time and place. ‘After’ is a moving response
to the loss of his son Joe, who took his own life in December
2016. Made over the course of a single day, the work is
a meditation on memory and place, and was made in the
landscapes of Lewis and Harris.

RHUE

25th August to 31st October
RHUE ART GALLERY, Ullapool

The show has been curated by Alex Boyd, with assistance
from The Flow Festival of Photography, and with assistance
from the Daiwa Foundation.

Dominique Gais is a French artist who spent time in Ullapool
earlier this year. The work exhibited is in response to
the environment surrounding Rhue and the collaboration
between her and Landscape painter James Hawkins. The
infinite variations of nature are the basis of her creation;
she uses these elements by changing their context. Her
“photo-paintings” and paintings describe a dreamed reality,
expressive, trying to show the abstraction of nature. “As
our ancestors from prehistory were using the roughness of
the walls to emphasize the shoulder of a bison, I rely on the
natural element photographed to develop my compositions.”

www.alexboyd.co.uk
www.cfriel.com
www.rax.is

www.dominiquegais.com/en/
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FLOW PHOTOFEST FILM FESTIVAL
MCCULLIN (2012)

THE SALT OF THE EARTH (2013)

THURSDAY 7TH SEPTEMBER, 8:15PM, (15)
EDEN COURT, Inverness

THURSDAY 28TH SEPTEMBER, 8:15PM, (12A)
EDEN COURT, Inverness

To many, Don McCullin is the greatest
living war photographer, often cited as an
inspiration for today’s photojournalists. For
the first time, McCullin speaks candidly about
his three-decade career covering wars and
humanitarian disasters on virtually every
continent and the photographs that often
defined historic moments. Exploring not only

Co-directed by Salgado’s son, Juliano Ribeiro
Salgado, the film contains recollections from
childhood of a father who was absent much
of the time and the times he accompanied his
father on trips to discover who Salgado was
beyond his childhood conception.

McCullin’s life and work, but how the ethos of
journalism has changed throughout his career,
the film is a commentary on the history of
photojournalism told through the lens of one
of its most acclaimed photographers.

KOUDELKA

SCOTLAND’S FAR NORTH

THURSDAY 14TH SEPTEMBER, 8:15PM, (12+)
EDEN COURT, Inverness

SHOWING
THURSDAY 14TH SEPTEMBER, 8:00PM (BEFORE KOUDELKA SHOOTING HOLY LAND)
& THURSDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER, 8:00PM (BEFORE FRAME BY FRAME)
EDEN COURT, Inverness

SHOOTING HOLY LAND (2015)

Director Gilad Baram, Koudelka’s assistant
at the time, follows him on his journey
through the Holy Land from one enigmatic
and visually spectacular location to another.
In each location – soon to become a new
“Koudelka photo” – a new scene unfolds,
gradually introducing us to Koudelka’s method
of working and his perception of the world

he is documenting as well as the people he
encounters. A fascinating dialogue emerges
between Baram’s cinematography and
Koudelka’s still photographs, as Baram places
the photographer in his own breathtaking
compositions.

FRAME BY FRAME (2015)
THURSDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER, 8:15PM, (12+)
EDEN COURT, Inverness
Frame By Frame follows four Afghan
photojournalists as they navigate an emerging
and dangerous media landscape – reframing
Afghanistan for the world, and for themselves.
When the Taliban ruled Afghanistan, taking a
photo was a crime. After the regime fell from
power in 2001, a fledgling free press emerged
and a photography revolution was born.
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Sebastião Salgado has witnessed some
of the major events of our recent history;
international conflicts, starvation and exodus.
He is now embarking on the discovery of
pristine territories, of wild fauna and flora,
and of grandiose landscapes as part of a
huge photographic project, which is a tribute
to the planet’s beauty.

Through cinéma vérité, intimate interviews,
powerful photojournalism, and never-beforeseen archival footage shot in secret during the
Taliban regime, the film connects audiences
with four humans in the pursuit of the truth.

www.flowphotofest.co.uk

A 14 minute documentary made for on the
work of Chick Chalmers, Tom Kidd and Glyn
Satterley will be show prior to each of the
main features. Audiences have a unique
opportunity to see this short film which
profiles three bodies of work from the late
1970s giving a unique insight into Scotland’s
remote landscape, islands and people.
Glyn Satterley’s ‘Caithness and Sutherland’,
Tom Kidd’s ‘Shetland’ and Chick Chalmers
‘Orkney’ present fascinating photographic
glimpses of these areas at a time of change
with the effects of the oil industry on the
traditional life of these cultures. Candid and
sympathetic, the images show that Scotland’s
Far North managed to take its place in the
modern world without losing many of the
customs and traditions which give these
places their special character and ethos. The
programme was produced by Street Level
for Scotland’s mobile cinema, the Screen
Machine, with the aim of pioneering new
ways of taking photography to cinema
audiences in remote places in the Highlands
and Islands of Scotland.
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TALKS

SATURDAY 2ND & SUNDAY 3RD SEPTEMBER

FREE ADMISSION

BISHOP’S PALACE, EDEN COURT, INVERNESS

SIGGA ELLA

SUNDAYS TALKS ARE GENEROUSLY SPONSORED BY SSHOP  

ALICIA BRUCE

FIRST AND FOREMOST I AM
10am – 10:50am
Saturday 2nd September

2pm – 2:50pm
Saturday 2nd September

A presentation by the photographer about her work on show at
IMAG, followed by a Q&A

The award winning photographer, Alicia Bruce, will discuss
the continued relevance of her 2010 project on the Trump
acquisition of parts of Menie in Aberdeenshire. Bruce spent
the summer of 2010 collaborating with residents of the Menie
estate, an area of outstanding natural beauty and a Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) situated 20 minutes north of
Aberdeen. The residents’ homes were under threat of compulsory purchase as Trump International started construction of a
golf course, hotel, and housing development with plans to rename Menie ‘The Great Dunes of Scotland’. The photographs,
made possible with the financial assistance of the Aberdeen
Visual Arts Award, present a humane story about people and
place – an observance of conflicted territory and those who
inhabit it. Menie: TRUMPED

HEEM

ISLAND & PEOPLE
11am – 11:50am
Saturday 2nd September
HEEM is a recent portraiture and audiovisual exhibition
exploring the lives and environment of ten islanders on
Westray, one of the north islands of Orkney. Architect and
Designer Andrew Bruce will describe the genesis, development
and realisation of HEEM. Also covered will be a ‘trailer’ for
an open access photographic project planned for 2018;
‘Ma Hoose’, examining the relationship between people and
place and building on the concept behind ‘Building Sights’,
an exhibition by BroadDaylight for the 2017 Festival of
Architecture

JOEHARI LEE

THE PATERSON
COLLECTION

3pm – 3:50pm
Saturday 2nd September

10am – 10:50am
Sunday 2nd September

TONJE BØE BIRKELAND

BERTHA BOLLETTE BOYD: AMONG MOUNTAINS AND MONASTERIES
12pm – 12:50pm
Saturday 2nd September
Presentation by the artist about her work on show at Timespan.
The subject of this exhibition, Bertha Bollette Boyd, is the fifth
character in Birkeland’s The Characters project, which began
in 2008. The project positions women within landscape while
exploring the authenticity of history. Staging female explorers
in expeditions to Unknown Territory, The Characters divulges
stories in the forms of photographs, journals and found objects.
The project aims to create a gallery of personas of female
heroines from the past, who through narrative, fantasy and
photography can fill a void in our history whilst reflecting
on some of contemporary society’s challenges: globalized
colonization on the one hand and the loss of “great adventure”
on the other.
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A talk by the photographer and lecturer about his
photographic work made after his first exhibition at Inverness
Museum and Art Gallery in 1989. He is based in Glasgow,
an Associate Lecturer of Photography at Sheffield Hallam
University and currently editing his thirty year archive which
will form the basis of his presentation.

www.flowphotofest.co.uk

www.flowphotofest.co.uk

A talk by Matt Sillars on the internationally renowned
photographer whose studio was based in Inverness from
1895-1948
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TALKS
11am – 11:50am
Sunday 3rd September

SUNDAY 3RD SEPTEMBER
BISHOP’S PALACE, EDEN COURT, INVERNESS

FLOW will present the work of the Scottish Society for the History of Photography and
its journal – Studies in Photography. “Studies” presents articles on contemporary and
historical photography by leading writers, critics and art historians and is published
twice a year. The society runs two major events in Edinburgh and Glasgow each
year and has recently embarked on a programme of video conferenced talks and
presentations throughout Scotland accessible to members in areas more remote from
the central belt.
A reception will be held from 1-2pm for SSHOP members, and those interested in
joining, to talk informally about the Society and its work. For further information on
SSHOP please go to http://sshop.org.uk
The Sundays sessions are generously sponsored by SSHOP

GHOSTING THE CASTLE

BETWEEN CONTEMPORARY ART AND ARCHIVES
12pm – 12:50pm
Sunday 3rd September

Timespan curator Frances Davis & Archive Development Manager Jo Clements, will
discuss Nicky Bird’s current project Ghosting the Castle at Timespan.
The project focuses on layered histories and issues related to Helmsdale’s medieval
castle and the A9 bridge which replaced it, exploring them through Timespan’s
Archive and by collecting memories and knowledge of the site.

SSHOP RECEPTION
1pm – 2pm
Sunday 3rd September

PHOTOGRAVURE
WORKSHOPS

Reception for current SSHOP members, and those interested
in joining, to talk informally about the Society and its work.
For further information on SSHOP please go to
http://sshop.org.uk

THE GRANT PHOTOGRAPHS PROJECT
BETWEEN CONTEMPORARY ART AND ARCHIVES
2pm – 2:50pm
Sunday 3rd September

Presentation by the Community Curation group who have been working at the
Inverness Museum and Art Gallery exploring a set of photographs depicting the
business interests and staff of Mr Frank Grant, an Inverness solicitor in the 1930s – on
show at IMAG

WORKING WITH FILM IN A DIGITAL AGE
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No experience necessary.
Sat. 2nd - Sun. 3rd September
Tue. 26th - Wed. 27th September

IN BLACK & WHITE
3pm – 3:50pm
Sunday 3rd September

Create unique hand-printed photographs at Highland Print Studio, Inverness
using Adobe Photoshop, polymer plates and an etching press in our exciting
2 day Photogravure Workshop.

10am - 4pm

Panel discussion including the proposed
Inverness Darkroom for the WASPS
Midmills site

TUTOR: John McNaught
£140 Full price
£130 Studio Members / concessions

HIGHLAND PRINT STUDIO
20 Bank Street, Inverness, IV1 1QU
www.highlandprintstudio.co.uk

www.flowphotofest.co.uk

PORTFOLIO REVIEWS

SMALL WALLS

1pm – 4:30pm
Saturday 16th September
EDEN COURT, Inverness

COST: FREE
Generously sponsored by
Inverness Camera Club

FLOW Photofest will be featuring additional photographs
from the exhibitions at the following locations:

FLOW is delighted to announce that we have 4 portfolio
reviewers taking part in our Portfolio Review sessions:

Work does not have to be mounted or framed and can be
presented on your laptop, tablet or as prints. You will need
to bring your own IT and chargers/mains cables if you are
showing digital work.

MAGGIE BLYTH

WILD GORSE STUDIO

21-23 Union Street
Inverness
Highland
IV1 1QA

6 Mealmarket Close
Inverness
IV1 1HS

MALCOLM DICKSON
Director of Street Level Photoworks in Glasgow
KATHERINE PARHAR
Director of Fòcas Scotland
JAMES PFAFF
Photographer and mentor to both the New Photographers
Guild (in association with Street Level Photoworks), Glasgow
and The Cultural Enterprise Office, Glasgow
FLOW FESTIVAL REVIEW TEAM

The review sessions are for committed photographers and
photo based makers / artists at all levels and all ages, who
have an interest in developing their work. Your work does
not have to be finished or ‘gallery ready’ but you should
have a ‘body of work’ you can show which will help the
reviewers understand your work and your approach. We
would suggest around 10 – 15 images would be suitable,
but this is not a ‘rule’.

If you are not sure that you ready to show your work yet then
have a look at this website – it gives a useful overview of a
photography portfolio review session:

01463 223 521

www.jasminedefoore.com/portfolio-review-dos-and-donts/

www.maggieblyth.com

Bookings should be made by email to flowphotofest@gmail.
com

General opening hours:
Monday - Saturday: 9am – 6pm

The Reviewers will be working independently and you can
book in to meet up with more than one, so you can book
yourself into 4 separate slots. Please email Matt and indicate
clearly which Reviewers you would like to meet. It is first
come, first served.
Each slot will be 20 minutes long and the organisers will
create a schedule and you will be informed of your times
prior to the day.
We anticipate this being a popular event and we cannot
guarantee that there will be places for everyone, so please
book in early.

VELOCITY CAFÉ
& BICYCLE WORKSHOP
1 Crown Avenue,
Inverness
IV2 3NF

01463 223 521
www.wild-gorse.co.uk

WATERSTONES INVERNESS
Unit 69,
Eastgate Shopping Centre,
Inverness
IV2 3PR
01463 233500
General opening hours:
Monday - Saturday: 9am – 6pm, Thursday until 7pm
Sunday 11am – 5pm

01463 419 956
www.velocitylove.com
General opening hours:
Monday - Saturday: 9am – 5pm, Thursday until 9pm
Sunday 11am – 5pm

PRINT SWAP/SHARING SESSION
We are also organising a Print Swap session to run in
tandem with the portfolio reviews. As there will be a lot of
people visiting who may not wish to take part in reviews we
will have a range of tables available where photographers
can lay out their work and chat to each other about what
they are up to. These can be fun sessions where lots of networking and chat can take place. We will also have a print
table where people can swap prints. All photographers are
welcome to participate in this part of the day.

LA TORTILLA
99 Castle St,
Inverness
IV2 3EA
01463 709809

CREATIVE SKATE

latortillaasesina.co.uk

55 Academy Street,
Inverness
IV1 1LU

General opening hours:
Monday - Sunday: 12pm – 10pm

01463 238882

Please email flowphotofest@gmail.com if you have any
questions about this session.

www.creativeskatestore.co.uk

These portfolio review sessions are generously sponsored by
the Inverness Camera Club

General opening hours:
Tuesday - Saturday: 10am – 5:30pm
Sunday: 12pm – 4pm

THE LOVAT LOCH NESS
Fort Augustus,
Inverness-shire
PH32 4DU
01456 490000
www.thelovat.com
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FLOW PHOTOFEST VENUES
3

2

HELMSDALE

3

WICK

TIMESPAN

ST. FERGUS GALLERY

Dunrobin Street, Helmsdale, Sutherland, KW8 6JA
01431 821327

Wick Library, Sinclair Terrace, Wick KW1 5AB
01955 603489

www.timespan.org.uk

www.highlifehighland.com/
st-fergus-gallery/

General opening hours:
Open daily: 10am – 5pm

General opening hours:
Tuesday – Saturday: 11am – 4pm

5
2

4
6
4

1

1

ULLAPOOL

STORNOWAY

RHUE ART GALLERY

AN LANNTAIR

Rhue, Ullapool, IV26 2TJ
01854 612460

Kenneth Street, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, HS1 2DS
01851 708 480

www.rhueart.co.uk

www.lanntair.com

General opening hours:
Monday – Saturday: 10am – 6pm

General opening hours:
Monday – Saturday: 10am – late

INVERNESS

EDEN COURT
Bishops Rd, Inverness, IV3 5SA
01463 234234
www.eden-court.co.uk

INVERNESS MUSEUM & ART
GALLERY (IMAG)
Castle Wynd, Inverness, IV2 3EB
01463 237114

6

www.highlifehighland.com/
inverness-museum-and-art-gallery

POOLEWE

SAWYER GALLERY

General opening hours:
Tuesday – Saturday: 10am – 5pm

Inverewe Gardens, Poolewe, Wester Ross, IV22 2LG
01445 781229

HIGHLAND PRINT STUDIO

INVERNESS COLLEGE UHI

www.nts.org.uk/Visit/Inverewe

20 Bank St, Inverness IV1 1QU
01463 718999

Second Floor Library / Art gallery , Inverness College,
1, Inverness Campus, Inverness IV2 5NA
01463 273000

General opening hours:
Open daily: 11am – 4pm
(between 1 Apr & 31 Oct)

highlandprintstudio.co.uk
General opening hours:
Tuesday – Saturday: 10am – 5pm
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General opening hours:
Monday – Friday: 8am – 7pm
Saturdays: 9am – 1pm
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TICKETS
FLOW PHOTOFEST EXHIBITIONS
All FLOW Photofest exhibitions have no admission fee.

FLOW PHOTOFEST TALKS
Each talk is limited to 40 places. Tickets for each talk are available through Eventbrite and are
free of charge. Please visit flowphotofest.co.uk/events/talks-discussions/

PHOTOGRAVURE WORKSHOP
Saturday 2nd to Sunday 3rd September
Tuesday 27th to Wedneday 27th September
£140 Full price / £135 studio members and concessions
v

FLOW PHOTOFEST FILM FESTIVAL PRICES
McCullin (2012)
Age Certificate (15)

Thursday 7 Sept, 8:15pm – Eden Court Cinema, Inverness
£6.50 - £10.50*
Koudelka Shooting Holy Land (2015)
Age Certificate (12+)

Thursday 14 Sept, 8:15pm – Eden Court Cinema, Inverness
£6.50 - £10.50*
Frame by Frame (2015)
Age Certificate (12+)

Thursday 21 Sept, 8:15pm – Eden Court Cinema, Inverness
£6.50 - £10.50*
The Salt of the Earth (2013)
Age Certificate (12A)

Thursday 28 Sept, 8:15pm – Eden Court Cinema, Inverness
£6.50 - £10.50*
*Order or Delivery Fees May Apply
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FLOW PHOTOFEST IS MADE POSSIBLE BY

